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As a Driven Leaf
1987

a spirited classic of american jewish literature a historical novel about ancient sage turned apostate elisha ben abuyah in the late first century c e at the heart of the tale
are questions about faith and the loss of faith and the repression and rebellion of the jews of palestine elisha is a leading scholar in palestine elected to the sanhedrin the
highest jewish court in the land but two tragedies awaken doubt about god in elisha s mind and doubt eats away at his faith declared a heretic and excommunicated from
the jewish community he journeys to antioch in nearby syria to begin a quest through greek and roman culture for some fundamental irrefutable truth the pace of the
narrative picks up as elisha directly encounters the full force of the ancient romans all consuming culture ultimately elisha is forced by the power of rome to choose
between loyalty to his people who are rebelling against the emperor s domination and loyalty to his own quest for truth publishers weekly

As a Driven Leaf
1996

exploration of the times of elisha ben abuyah

As a Driven Leaf
1939

a magnificent work of fiction brings the age of the talmud to life and explores the times of elisha ben abuya whose struggle to live in two worlds destroyed his chances to
live in either now with a new forward by rabbi david j wolpe

Searching for Meaning in Midrash
1994

searching for meaning in midrash explores the fascinating body of jewish literature called midrash creative interpretations of the bible that are designed to reveal hidden
or deeper meaning in scripture each of the over 50 midrashim sit next to its corresponding biblical text so that readers can compare them along with commentary on the
times and insights of the rabbis who wrote each midrash readers are given guidance for answering what does this text mean to me

The Book Of Job
1872

here is a gold mine for the preacher the teacher and the father and mother in the home who have it in mind to inculcate sound teaching based upon the word of god so
that the boys and girls of the congregations sunday schools and households may be thoroughly rooted and grounded in the essentials of the christian faith there are many
volumes in this series of short addresses and they cover the entire range of the holy scriptures from genesis to revelation the material gathered here is fresh and varied
and there is just enough of it to furnish the groundwork of the preacher s sermon the sunday school teacher s talk and the parent s reading and comment
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The Company of the Creative
1856

great works and authors of the world are introduced and reviewed artistically intellectually and theologically persons discussed include plato milton dickens shakespeare
charlotte bronte mark twain and c s lewis

Rotherham's Emphasized Bible
1870

double column pages foreword by john r kohlenberger iii a literal translation of the original text with symbols that allow the non reader of greek and hebrew to discover
the force and intent of the original

The Book of Job Translated from the Hebrew Text
1874

this landmark volume presents the first ever english translation of the ancient israelite samaritan version of the pentateuch or torah a text of growing interest and
importance in the field of biblical studies the samaritan pentateuch preserves a version of the hebrew text distinct from the traditional masoretic text that underlies
modern bible translations benyamim tsedaka s expert english translation of the samaritan pentateuch is here laid out parallel to the more familiar masoretic text
highlighting the more than 6 000 differences between the two versions in addition to extensive explanatory notes in the margins throughout the book s detailed
appendices show affinities between the samaritan and septuagint versions and between the samaritan and dead sea scroll texts concluding the volume is a categorical
name index containing a wealth of comparative information

The Dublin University Magazine
2013-04-26

this volume covers vayikra leviticus bamidbar numbers and devarim deuteronomy and is the first of a two volume set setting himself the task of helping each individual
penetrate the torah to make the text his her very own rabbi feder has drawn upon sources from the jewish past halakhic and aggadic midrashim and the medieval modern
and contemporary parshanim interpreters as well as contemporary authors to provide fresh insights into torah from familiar biblical figures to concepts in judaism topics
such as moral responsibility jewish peoplehood the synagogue and humility come under new light within the framework of the traditional masterfully written this book
presents the challenge to diaspora and israeli jews living in the era following the national resurrection of israel to experience listening to the torah in the light of such
renewal for the jew living in the diaspora listening to torah must be hearing therefore a zionist call for the jew living in contemporary israel listening to torah is also
hearing a zionist call for a judaism with a renewed torah that is a beam of spiritual moral political and cultural light readers of this volume will gain torah knowledge
vitally relevant to our time and to their own lives

The Heavenly Arcana
1803

gundamentalism and where it is taking america is the work of james atwood a retired presbyterian pastor and an avid deer hunter for half a century who has also been in
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the forefront of the faith community s fight for two constitutional rights the right to keep and bear arms and the right to live in domestic tranquility free of gun violence he
explains why guns mystically control so many americans and exposes the fallacies of the gun industry s spurious claim that firearms actually protect us he argues there
are no bona fide scientific studies that show defensive guns save us from harm while there is voluminous research showing a defensive gun puts the owner and his or her
family at greater risk atwood s book which details his learning of a lifetime in the struggle for reasonable gun laws in america puts dependable social and theological
analysis of our unique national epidemic into your hands along with scientific data that will provoke honest reflection and discussion for the building of a safer and saner
america questions for group discussion and suggestions for action are included

A Commentary on the Holy Scriptures: Critical, Doctrinal, and Homiletical
2008

the spirit of our times can appear to be one of joyless urgency as a culture we have become less interested in the exploration of the glorious mind and more interested in
creating and mastering technologies that will yield material well being but while cultural pessimism is always fashionable there is still much to give us hope in the
givenness of things the incomparable marilynne robinson delivers an impassioned critique of our contemporary society while arguing that reverence must be given to who
we are and what we are creatures of singular interest and value despite our errors and depredations robinson has plumbed the depths of the human spirit in her novels
including the national book critics circle award winning lila and the pulitzer prize winning gilead and in her new essay collection she trains her incisive mind on our
modern predicament and the mysteries of faith these seventeen essays examine the ideas that have inspired and provoked one of our finest writers throughout her life
whether she is investigating how the work of the great thinkers of the past calvin locke bonhoeffer and shakespeare can infuse our lives or calling attention to the rise of
the self declared elite in american religious and political life robinson s peerless prose and boundless humanity are on display exquisite and bold the givenness of things is
a necessary call for us to find wisdom and guidance in our cultural heritage and to offer grace to one another

The Israelite Samaritan Version of the Torah
1873

an introduction to ancient myths and the critical discussions that surround them this book dives into the stories of pre modern culture taking a comparative look at how
they have shaped the west and modern storytelling as we have come to understand it today it makes texts and scholarship from near eastern classical and celtic
disciplines engaging and accessible and traces narrative meaning through stories from ancient mesopotamia to the britishmedieval period offering compelling pathways
into such writings as the epic of gilgamesh genesis and job the odyssey the mabinogi the life of st cadoc and sir orfeo looking at each in detail myths and ancient stories
also explores myth through a modern lens probing at how in this scientific age it continues to inspire contemporary film games and literary works such as those by
margaret atwood colm tóibín madeleine miller and pat barker impressive in breadth and bringing together a wide range of foundational texts from diverse traditions for
the first time this work is the ideal orientation to the ancient works central to english literary culture shedding light on the mythological roots of storytelling and narrative

ARCANA CCELESTIA: OR HEAVENLY MYSTERIES CONTAINED IN THE SACRED SCRIPTURES, OR
WORD OF THE LORD, MANIFESTED AND LAID OPEN: BEGINNING WITH THE BOOK OF GENESIS
INTERSPERSED IN THE WORLD OF SPIRITS AND THE THE HEAVEN OF ANGELS.
2017-01-09

in the advance yeshiva adult males spend long periods of time sometimes their entire lives studying and interpreting traditional writings on jewish law and theology all but
totally cut off from the mainstream of american life and indeed the lives of most american jews why is this east european incarnation of an ancient jewish tradition
flourishing in present day america what does its successful transplantaion tell us about orthodox jewish life
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Va-yikra. Ba-midbar. Devarim
2015-10-27

fokkelman presents the hebrew and the english text of job in its original contours and proportions weighs the poet s precision and redraws the portrait of the hero
integrity vindicated

A Brief English Grammar on a Logical Method
2024-05-02

religious political violence is by no means a new phenomenon yet there are critical differences between the various historical instances of such violence and its more
current permutations since the mid 1970s religious fundamentalist movements have been seeking to influence world order by participating in local political systems for
example islamic fundamentalism is at the heart of the muslim brotherhood in egypt the christian fundamental right wing has seen a resurgence in europe and jewish
fundamentalism is behind the actions of meir kahane s kach movement and the settler movement the shift in recent years from secular to religious political violence
necessitates a reevaluation of contemporary political violence and of the concept of religious violence this text analyzes the evolution of religious political violence in both
historical and contemporary perspectives since religious political violent events are usually associated with the term terrorism the book first analyzes the origins of this
controversial term and its religious manifestations it then outlines and highlights the differences between secular and religious political violence on ideological strategic
and tactical levels before comparing the concept of holy war in judaism christianity and islam lastly it shows how modern radical monotheistic religious groups interpret
and manipulate their religious sources and ideas to advocate their political agendas including the practice of violence a unique comparative study of religious political
violence across judaism islam and christianity this text features many international case studies from the crusades to the arab spring

Gundamentalism and Where It Is Taking America
1882

book 4 ruth 1 and 2 chronicles ezra job proverbs ecclesiastes song of solomon lamentations daniel this is a bible designed for reading it has no verses chapters
subheadings or notes it reads with the same style as popular novels with large font and thick paper this adaption is best used to read and enjoy the bible in a pure non
interrupting reading experience the translation is derived from the world english bible web no words or punctuation have been altered from the web the web is a public
domain no copyright modern english translation of the holy bible the world english bible is based on the american standard version of the holy bible first published in 1901
find out more at ebible org web webfaq htm please help me out by purchasing from lulu com spotlight cblupo thank you if you ve previously purchased a print copy
contact me at chrisblupo gmail com and i ll send a free ebook version of the whole bible hardback versions are only available at lul

The Givenness of Things
1872

digicat presents to you this unique religious collection containing the sacred texts of judaism history books and theological writings judaism is an ethnic religion
comprising the collective religious cultural and legal tradition and civilization of the jewish people considered to be the expression of the covenant that god established
with the children of israel it encompasses a wide body of texts practices and theological positions the torah is part of the larger text known as the tanakh or the hebrew
bible and supplemental oral tradition represented by later texts such as the midrash and the talmud contents religious texts tanakh the hebrew bible talmud the central
text of rabbinic judaism torah bilingual english hebrew five books of moses tales and maxims from the midrash biblical exegesis by ancient judaic authorities the kabbalah
unveiled translations and commentaries of the books of zohar the sepher ha zohar zohar or splendor is the most important text of kabbalah siddur the standard prayer
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book the authorized daily prayer book of the united hebrew congregations the union haggadah jewish text that sets forth the order of the passover seder history the jewish
wars flavius josephus antiquities of the jews flavius josephus history of the jews heinrich graetz the legends of the jews louis ginzberg philosophical works kitab al khazari
kuzari judah halevi the guide for the perplexed moses maimonides ancient jewish proverbs abraham cohen

Myths and Ancient Stories
1872

a rabbi reads the torah distils a lifetime of bible study by a jewish scholar devoted to popularising the study of the hebrew bible in its original language helped by the
wealth of centuries of jewish interpretation and debate as well as the best of modern literary approaches

Commentary on the Book of Job...
1892

by presenting a jewish perspective on the twelve steps and offering consolation inspiration and motivation towards recovery this guide explains how the twelve steps of
alcoholics anonymous are relevant for jewish people as well as christians afterword on where to go for help by the jacs foundation jewish alcoholics chemically dependent
persons and significant others illustrations by maty grunberg

Student's Hebrew Lexicon
2000

chaim potok was a world class writer and scholar a conservative jew who wrote from and about his tradition and the conflicts between observance and acculturation with
a plain straightforward style his novels were set against the moral spiritual and intellectual currents of the twentieth century this collection aims to widen the lens through
which we read chaim potok and to establish him as an authentic american writer who created unforgettable characters forging american identities for themselves while
retaining their jewish nature the essays illuminate the central struggle in potok s novels which results from a profound desire to reconcile the appeal of modernity with the
pull of traditional judaism the volume includes a memoir by adena potok and ends with chaim potok s my life as a writer a speech he gave at penn state in 1982 aside from
the editor the contributors are victoria aarons nathan p devir jane eisner susanne klingenstein s lillian kremer jessica lang sanford e marovitz kathryn mcclymond hugh
nissenson adena potok and jonathan rosen

Student's Hebrew Lexicon. A compendious and complete Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon to the Old
Testaments: chiefly founded on the works of Gesenius and Fürst, with improvements from Dietrich and
other sources. Edited by B. Davies
2013-10-01

this volume assembles for the first time a representative statement of judaic learning on the old testament as it is studied today by many of the most important jewish
bible scholars of the age a host of internationally known scholars american european and israeli here present a variety of rich perspectives on the study and interpretation
of the scriptures revered by both judaism and christianity these studies make clear that no single jewish school of biblical scholarship exists rather there is a jewish
approach involving appreciation for hebrew as a living language the reality of jewish settlement in the land of israel the continuity of scripture in the life of israel the
jewish people and the state of israel and a complete and healthy adaptation of the critical perspectives of contemporary scholarship this unique and stimulating volume
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vividly demonstrates the importance and value of critical scholarly discourse on the hebrew scripture old testament by jewish scholars for both christian and jewish
communities

A Compendious and Complete Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon to the Old Testament
2012-06-07

in the words of elie wiesel the man who left his mark on so many survivors of so many massacres in central and eastern europe the leader who not only made survival
imperative but possible the master who gave to despairing communities managedwe shall never know howto disappear without leaving the professional seekers even a
fragment of valid autobiographical material obsessed by eternity he neglected history and let himself be carried by legend wiesel is talking about the baal shem tov the
master of the good name readers acquainted with jewish history will have an idea who the baal shem tov was but the width of the spectrum of such ideas can be
immeasurably wide equally wide is the range of emotions these ideas arouse readers unacquainted with such a history may be able to read this book more easily as a novel
which it is what surrounds the stage of our action is of course the great world of history and a time of disruptions and new thinking of great consequence is the
transmission from china of the musical theory of equal temperament which forms the basis of almost all musical composition from the mid18th century to the music
saturated present this musical theory was received and then published in france by mersenne in 1636 in 1722 it was being championed by bach in his instructions to
young musicians collected under the title the well tempered clavier that year the baal shem tov was probably earning his living digging clay and accompanying his labors
with carpathian shepherds tunes the story is told through the eyes of an invented student of his who becomes a physician in prague

The World of the Yeshiva
2011-03-09

torah presents the first five books of the hebrew bible also known as pentateuch or five books of moses the torah starts from the beginning of god s creating the world
through the beginnings of the people of israel their descent into egypt and the giving of the torah at biblical mount sinai it ends with the death of moses just before the
people of israel cross to the promised land of canaan interspersed in the narrative are the specific teachings given explicitly or implicitly embedded in the narrative in
hebrew the five books of the torah are identified by the incipits in each book and the common english names for the books are derived from the greek septuagint and
reflect the essential theme of each book x000d bəreshit genesis meaning creation x000d shəmot exodus meaning exit x000d vayikra leviticus meaning relating to the
levites x000d bəmidbar numbers x000d dəvarim deuteronomy meaning second law

Studies in the Book of Job
2015-03-26

in the sea of luther studies this volume stands out as one of the best available in english it is a condensed retrospective of the most significant reformation research of the
last decade and it is clearly written with verve insight and humor choice gritsch has provided us with a full scale one volume biography of luther the work is meticulously
documented and the bibliography at the end will alone warrant the price of the book roland h bainton this book will be an invaluable source of information for students of
the lutheran reformation ecumenists will find in its pages a great resource in their efforts to deal with issues that have been church divisive carl j peter catholic university
of america

The Book of Job in Form
2015
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joseph albo on free choice discovers unsuspected philosophical originality in the interpretations of biblical narrative found in joseph albo s book of principles one of the
most popular hebrew works in the corpus of medieval jewish philosophy several of albo s exegetical analyses focus on free choice which emerges as a conceptual scheme
throughout his work an exploration of albo s innovative homiletical interpretations of the binding of isaac the hardening of pharaoh s heart the book of job and god s
choice of israel reveals his view of free choice which was significant during a historical period of religious coercion albo s sole surviving responsum dealing with the case
of the qatlanit further demonstrates his philosophical position in this new book shira weiss shows that in the medieval era in which albo lived free choice was an important
topic subject to vehement debate that has continued to be contested in modern philosophy

Up from the Straits
2023-11-14

Political Violence in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam
2014-07-28

Minimal Reading Bible: The Writings
1991

The Holy Books of Yahweh
1861

A Rabbi Reads the Torah
2013-07-03

Twelve Jewish Steps to Recovery
2006-07

On the Study of Character
2004-07-09
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Chaim Potok
2012-09-18

The Blazing Holy Fire
2021-03-01

Judaic Perspectives on Ancient Israel
2009-05-01

Hebrew Bible - Writings
2017

The Master of the Good Name

TORAH - Bilingual Edition: English/Hebrew

Martin - God's Court Jester

Joseph Albo on Free Choice
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